Operation during the YEDPA period (roughly 1977 to 1981) and (2) th the report contain quantitative data on the effectiveness of that p gram, be it at any stage from Implementation to program completion • follow-up. As a result of this screening, we eliminated about 170 reports from further consideration. These were reports on subjects specifically related to any implemented programs, for example, tech nical assistance guides, Conference proceedings, and program plans descriptions of a general nature. Some of these reports met the fi condition, that is they reported on youth programs actually impleme: but were not evaluations of program effectiveness. Some others pur ported to be effectiveness evaluations, but were so lacking in data program outcomes that they could not be evaluated by the committee.
About 200 reports on youth projects met the initial screening criteria.    For each project the reports variously described program implementation,  in-program effects,  and outcome evaluations.    These project reports were then classified according to program type and target group(s)   served  (the classification framework  is described l in this chapter).    The most comprehensive report on each project wa then subjected to a second screening to identify reports of suffici scientific merit to be reviewed in more depth by the committee äs t basis for judging the effectiveness of YEDPA programs.
Reports were screened using the following criteria:
 1.	that there be preprogram and postprogram measurement of ma
program objectives;
 2.	that comparable comparison group data be presented?  and
 3.	that initial sample sizes and response rates for participai
and control groups be of sufficient size,  preprogram and postprogra
to allow usual Standards of statistical significance to be applied
measured program effects, and to alleviate concern for attrition bi
Subcommittees defined by the four major program types  reviewed depth the project reports that met the three criteria and assessed their effectiveness.    Reports of interest for  the Information they provided on program implementation, whether or not they met the effectiveness criteria, were included  in  the  implementation review reported in Chapter 2.    A list of all reports considered by the committee for the effectiveness and implementation reviews appears Appendix B.
COMPARISON OF PROJECTS  REVIEWED AND PROJECTS EXCLUDED FROM REVIEW
The projects  included in the effectiveness review were  selected the basis of the scientific merit of their  research reports.    The projects that form the basis of this review,   therefore, may not necessarily be representative of all of the various youth employmen projects operated under YEDPA, either discretionary or  formula fund
Table 4.1 shows the major YEDPA discretionary demonstration projects by subpart and funding level and the disposition of report

